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Factsheet Swissalpine 2021

The Swissalpine Davos is the oldest Mountain-Ultramarathon in in Switzerland. However,  
it is no longer just the races that are the main attraction. The point is to be part of the 
mountain-runner community that meets for the annual running event in the Alpine town  
of Davos. We call it «Swissalpine Spirit». 
 
In the mid-1980s, Chur orienteer and engineer Andrea Tuffli had the idea of organising 
something special and unique in the Grisons. The outcome of this was the first Swissalpine 
Davos, held on 26th July 1986. At the time, the first long-distance route, 67 kilometres long 
and 2’400 metres of cumulative elevation gain, had to be conquered and was described as a 
«crazy challenge». To also make the Swissalpine accessible to not-so-crazy runners, there 
were, of course, shorter distances as well – which paid off. More and more runners took up 
the challenge and took part in the demanding, high-alpine mountain run. 
 
From 2010 to 2019, an average of 4’700 participants took part in the unique high-alpine 
running spectacle each year. The routes across alpine meadows and mountain streams, over 
root paths in larch and fir forests to rocky single trails in the mountains make the Swissalpine 
a unique running event.

The Swissalpine offers runs for both elite and amateur athletes. Whether mountain runner 
or trail runner, there is a suitable run for everyone:

K68 – The supreme discipline (67.6 km | +/- 2606 m)
The trail leads through Dischma Valley, over the Scaletta and Sertig Pass, as well as the  
panoramic trail in between into Sertig Valley, and then over the Fanezfurgga to Monstein,  
and eventually back to the point of departure in Davos over Jatzmeder and Sfer Valley. A gem 
of a high-alpine route over four passes and through eight valleys!  
The 35th Swissalpine in Davos passed the premiere of the new K68 with excellent results.

K43 – The Classic (42.7 km | +/- 1424 m)
The extremely popular mountain marathon is a classic. The trail leads through the charming 
valleys of Dischma and Sertig and over the former mule track over the Scaletta Pass and 
finally the Sertig Pass, where you descend past the beautiful Sertig Dörfli back to Davos.

K23 – The insider tip for connoisseurs (23.4 km | +629 m / -282 m)
The insider tip in the Swissalpine programme. It follows the earlier traces of the Walsers.  
The trail leads through a wildly romantic gorge over the Wolfgang Pass and finally past the 
breath-taking Lake Davos. A run for connoisseurs.

K10 – An experience between the peaks (9.3 km | +/- 163 m)
This route is especially suitable for connoisseurs and supporters. The joint finish alongside 
world-class runners gives everyone a very unique feeling of happiness.
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KIDS – For the biggest running stars (0.5 – 1.4km)
The kids traditionally start the main event. The mood is already terrific. With 500, 900, and 
1’400 m runs, no kid is too small to be a running star!

Runners’ information 

Calendar 
Friday, 23th July 2021: KIDS-Race
Saturday, 2th July 2021: K68 & K23*
Sunday, 25th July 2021: K43 & K10

* K23 starts in Klosters Platz. 

Place
Davos, Klosters / Graubünden / Schweiz, 1560 m.a.s.l.

Participant limits 
K68: 800
K43: 800

Participants
Over 3’000 runners from over 60 nations.

Terms for Tour Operators
This event grants tour operator/international travel partners the highest possible flexibi-
lity in terms of race entry/participant registration, as there are no guaranteed or pre-sold 
allotments. The tour operator manages his entries via an excel-sheet which he forwards on 
or before 12th June 2021 to info@swissalpine.ch. A final invoice for all registered runners 
will be sent to each tour operator after the above mentioned dead line. The benefit from a 
«best-price-guarantee» as they will consistently pay the 2nd phase entry fees (excl. early-bird 
price). In addition, we offer a total of CHF 2’500.- 10% discount on the total invoice amount.

Entry Fees Phase 2
K68 CHF 160.00
K43 CHF 125.00
K23 1) CHF 70.00  (55.00)
K10 1) 2) CHF  45.00  (35.00)
KIDS  free       (sponsored by main sponsor Migros)

1)  For youth U18: entry fee in brackets.
2)  Instead of a gift, participants can buy an event shirt for an additional charge of CHF 10.00.  
     This must be communicated with the registration.
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Included Services
Swiss Runners Ticket, race provisions, depot running luggage (K23 incl. transport of luggage), 
medical service, start and ranking list with interim times and certificate (available as down-
load), participation gift, medal, administration fee and VAT. (The range of services depends on 
the selected route.)

Swiss Runners Ticket
Even the journey with the world-famous little red train (Rhaetian Railway) becomes an unfor-
gettable experience with the Swiss Runners Ticket. All participants benefit from a free return 
trip by public transport from a Swiss place of residence, Swiss border station or airport.

Deadline for participant registration
June 12, 2021

Contact
Swissalpine®, Gäuggelistrasse 20, 7000 Chur, P +41 258 40 27 
Email: info@swissalpine.ch


